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We assume that relatively short per

iods of co trolled --3
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access to experimental areas will r
outinely be necessary
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at ISABELLE. The system of controlling such acce
ss must rt

satisfy several conflicting requirements: 1) it must            

protect personnel from radiation ex
posure, 2) it must not 4'
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fail in a way which interferes with 
ISABELLE operation, f11
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3) it must not be unduly cumbersome to those wanting access.  ul: .
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4                 We recommend the following system, based on the one   o  w' s :
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now in operation at the CERN ISR. Access doors would
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presumably be located at the entran
ces to the utility &   51 F :
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tunnels connecting the support bui
ldings with the ring. zjy S
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Persons requesting access would inse

rt an identity card til 0 0
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into a scanner to activate the system. The request would 16 4,
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be autologged, the keybank adjacent
 to the door would be -1   0    a    4
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unlocked and ISABELLE operations wo
uld be notified. The 0'1.8 8  

operator would then select the door
, activating a TV-audio

link. The person requesting entry would dr
aw a key from

the bank, show it and his film badge
 to the operator who

would enable the door release. The door could only be

opened with the key while this enable was in force. The

L key would incorporate a dosimeter. ISABELLE would be locked

off while any activated key is abse
nt from its home bank.
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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To leave. the controlled area, a person presses an 

exit request button near the inside of the door. This 

al~rts the operator who must again select the door. He 

enables the door, allowing it to be opened with the key. 

The door can, of course, be opened without a key or enable 

from inside in an emergency, but this will set off an alarm. 

After.he emerges, the person returns his key to its spoke 

in the bank and clocks out by reinserting his identity card 

in the scann·er. 

Dosimeters will be read out and reset and the attached 

key reactivated after each controlled access period. The 

key number and dosimeter reading is entered into ~he system 

bt h~alth physics personnel, via a keyboard, or preferably 

via a more automated procedure. The system then matches 

this information with the corresponding names, access times, etc. 

A complete history of each controlled access period is 

compiled __ ~-~- the system, including a list of all those entering, 
-----------------

the location of their entry, times of entering and leaving, 

and dosimeter reading. 

It would be an advantage if the system provided the 

possibility of parallel access into more than one of the 

experimental areas. However, this may be hard to provide 

for, in view of the need for operator surveillance. It 

seems desirable to keep operator surveillance in view of 

(__ points one and two above. 

+Rese3rch carried out, in part, under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy under Contract No. EY-76-C-02-0016. 




